PMIEF Thanks All Those Who Supported Its Mission in 2014

This past year you helped bring project management skills to over 9,000 children around the world. And that’s just a fraction of all that our supporters made possible. “We truly could not accomplish all of this without the support, generosity and time of our donors and volunteers. We look forward to another impactful year ahead spreading project management for social good,” said Mike DePrisco, PMI vice president of academic and educational programs and COO of the PMI Educational Foundation.

2014 Impact:

- Hundreds of teachers, in addition to more than 9,000 youth, such as students at the Center for Digital Inclusion in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, learned project management.
- Nine new grants provided funding to other like-minded nonprofit and non-governmental organizations, which enables PMIEF to advance its vision to bring project management into schools around the globe.
- Research was completed that identified ways in which project management education can be delivered in career-related educational programs in secondary schools. This research will be used to formulate new resources, as well as inform strategic direction.
- In 2014 alone, more than 16,000 no-cost resources were downloaded from www.pmief.org.
- Two new resources were created: The 21st Century Skills Map—Project Management for Learning connects project management skills, 21st-century skills and career pathways; and the Project Management Toolkit for Teachers™.
- Dozens of academic and professional development scholarships were awarded.
- A PMIEF/Dell partnership helped 100+ Irish nonprofit leaders acquire project management skills. This program will be replicated in other locations in 2015.

Thank you for being a part of our story and the stories of thousands of youth around the world. Your support, combined with that of other donors and volunteers, helps make PMIEF the strong, thriving organization it is today. Thank you!

PMI Communities
PMI Alaska Chapter*
PMI Arabian Gulf Chapter*
PMI Atlanta Chapter
PMI Baltimore Chapter*
PMI Central Florida Chapter
PMI Chicagoland Chapter
PMI Coastal Bend Chapter
Former PMI College of Performance Management*
Former PMI College of Scheduling*
PMI Columbia River Basin Chapter*
PMI Dallas Chapter
PMI Dayton/Miami Valley, Ohio Chapter, Inc.
PMI Delaware Valley Chapter
Former PMI Design Procurement and Construction SIG*
PMI Durham Highlands Chapter

Supporting the PMIEF Mission
PMIEF could not accomplish its work without the generous support of others. PMIEF extends its thanks and appreciation to its donors for their contributions and would like to give special recognition to these major donors for their leadership.

US$1 MILLION+ DONORS

Mission Partners

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIP DONORS

- CADENCE Management Corporation
- OSP International LLC
- Project Auditors LLC
- University of Management and Technology
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Leadership Society
Gifts of US$1,000 and above
Anonymous (2)
Hussain Almodeer
Frederick A. Arnold
Jeannette L. Barr
Yanping Chen and J. Davidson Frame
Bucero PM Consulting
Steve DelGrosso
Michael DePrisco
Durable Digital
Jo* and Jim Ferguson
Cornelius Fichtner
Larry M. Goldsmith
Gregory Gomel
Kenneth Hartley*
Todd Hutchison
E. LaVerne Johnson
Mark A. Langley*
Olivier Lazar
Pablo Lledo
Debra Miersma and David Russell
Jeanne and Allan* Mills
William A. Moylan, Jr.
Niranjana and Rajesh Nair
Frank Parth
Beth Partleton and Vernon Vice
John Patton*
The Project Management Lab
The Project Strategy Consulting Group, Inc.
Rita Read*
John V. Rickards* and Christine Watson
Kathy and Russell Ridley
Frank Saladis
James R. Snyder
Erica and Roberto* Toledo
Donna Weber
Valerie Shay Weiss and Brian A. Weiss
* = 2014 PMIEF Board Member
Gifts of US$500–$999
IIL Asia (Singapore)
IIL Australia
IIL Brasil
IIL Canada
IIL Europe (United Kingdom)
IIL Finland
IIL France
IIL Germany
IIL Hong Kong
IIL India (Bangalore)
IIL Japan
IIL Korea
IIL Mexico
IIL Middle East (Dubai)
IIL Spain
Nayna and Suketu Nagrecha*
Shinichi Tasaka
* = 2014 PMIEF Board Member

ENDOWMENT DONORS

US$100,000+ DONORS

Former PMI Information Systems SIG
Arabian Gulf Chapter
Minnesota Chapter
Washington, DC Chapter

US$50,000+ DONORS

Former PMI College of Performance Management
Alasea Chapter
Baltimore, MD Chapter
North Carolina Chapter
Nova Scotia, Canada Chapter

US $20,000+ DONORS

Anonymous
Kenneth Hartley, PMP
Former PMI College of Scheduling
Former PMI Design Procurement Construction SIG
Former PMI Oil, Gas & Petrochemical SIG
Gifts of US$100 – $499

Anonymous Donors (3)
Jeffrey Adams
Cani Adegoke
Ali Agirman
Harold Eugene Aitken
Olabode Akindele
Abdullah Alghanayem
Frank Anbari
Anand Anhuja
Russell Archibald
Ondiappan Arivazhagan
Mohammed Bayamin
Bruce Bertram
Narendra Bhat
Rosman Aziz
Jorge Eduardo Blanco
Jacques Boivin
Julia Borie
Walter Bowman
Christophe Bredillet
John Briesemeister
Charles Cadle
Victor Sze Tin Chan
Yi-Chun Chen
Marcia Core
Dale Crandell
Remo D'Angelo
Hani Dahhan
Joseph Daley
Loren den Herder
John Doyle
Kenneth Dunn
Olatokunbo Durojaiye
Anna Maria Felici
Christine Foo
Regina Frank
Ray Frohnhoefer
Melanie Gillespie
Dolores Gonzalez
Deena Gordon
Andrew Gray
Charles Harmon
Kristine Hayes Munson
Hugo Hernandez
Robert Hernick
Andrea Houikin
Ayodeji Ishmael
Oliver Jarrar
Fabien Jean
Muhammad Khan
Charles Kirkham
Joaquim Kitecuro
Dale Knutson
John Koren
Deanna Landers
Robert Laslett
Chin Liak
Lye Yin Loo
Peter Lund
Dave MacFarland
Paul Mankowski
William McKerman
Sid Miles
Kunihioko Mishima
Nour Mneizel
Terry Moede
Peter Monkhouse
Takao Mori
Omobilai Oladipo
Ricardo Osorio
Raslan Oussalah
Mitch Panzar
Mary Pedigo
Yolanda Phillips-Lee
Ella Ponsford
Rob Proeme
Kavi Ramasamy
Fuad Rihani
Nelida Rivera
Richard Roberts
Andrew Ross
Blanca Santos
Adriana Sarmiento
Heiko Sasse
Karl Schaeffer
Katherine Shawver

Former PMI Communities and SIGs Donate To PMIEF!

With the close-out of the former PMI Communities of Practice, 15 former communities that had transitioned from being a PMI Specific Interest Group or College have decided to donate their remaining operational funds to the PMI Educational Foundation (PMIEF).

PMIEF will use these funds to support its educational programs as well as establish new scholarships that will live on in perpetuity through the creation of new permanent endowment funds. This means that from this point forward, each year, the interest earned from these new endowment funds will enable many individuals to receive scholarships. This is truly a wonderful way for communities to create a lasting legacy in support of building the project management workforce of the future and delivering value through knowledge!

We would like to express our sincere appreciation to the following for their generosity:

**General donations to the PMI Educational Foundation:**
- Former PMI Automation Systems SIG
- Former PMI Automotive SIG
- Former PMI Financial Services SIG
- Former PMI Global Diversity SIG
- Former PMI International Development SIG
- Former PMI New Product Development SIG

**Donations to establish endowed PMIEF Professional Development Scholarships:**
- Former PMI College of Scheduling
- Former PMI Design Procurement and Construction SIG
- Former PMI Consulting SIG
- Former PMI Information Systems SIG
- Former PMI Learning Education and Development SIG
- Former PMI Pharmaceutical SIG
- Former PMI PMO SIG
- Former PMI Utility SIG

**Donation to establish endowed PMIEF Academic Scholarship:**
- Former PMI Quality SIG
16 June
PMI Silver Spring Chapter
2nd Annual Professional Development Symposium
Silver Spring, Maryland, USA. Join project management professionals for a unique conference experience. The symposium will feature thought leaders in the field of project management who will share their practical tools, techniques and templates for successful project management. Each attendee will receive a practical reference manual that will include track speakers’ tools, techniques, templates and contact information. https://www.pmissc.org.

AUGUST 2015
30 August–1 September
PMI South Africa Chapter and PMI Africa Region 16
1st Annual PMI Africa Project Management Conference
Johannesburg, South Africa. Theme: “Project Management in Developing Africa.” The symposium will focus on topics relevant to organizations, industries and the economy in Africa. PMI President and CEO Mark A. Langley will be a keynote speaker. www.pmisouthafricaconference.com.

SEPTEMBER 2015
3 September
PMI Honolulu, Hawaii Chapter
PMI Honolulu, Hawaii Chapter Professional Development Day
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. The PMI Honolulu Hawaii Chapter presents its annual Professional Development Day, “Leading Organizations with the End in Mind.” Update your project management skills, network and share information with others in the discipline, and learn of additional tools and services. Featured speakers: Dr. Jim Kirkpatrick and Dr. Paul Scheppe. https://sites.google.com/a/pmihnl.org/pdd/home/2015-pdd.

22–23 September
PMI Southern Caribbean Chapter
Project Management for a Sustainable World

OCTOBER 2015
6–7 October
PMI Montreal Chapter
PMI-Montréal Symposium
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The PMI Montreal Chapter is proud to present its annual symposium event featuring more than 35 speakers and workshops in project management. Due to popular demand, this year’s event is scheduled over the course of two days. Conferences and workshops are available in both English and French. www.pmmontreal.org/symposium.

10 November
PMI Montreal Chapter
PMI-Montréal Gala élixir
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The PMI Montreal Chapter will be celebrating the 10th anniversary of its élixir awards ceremony, highlighting excellence in project management from across Quebec. Join us for an evening of award presentations and networking with the chapter’s top performers. https://www.pmmontreal.org/gala-elixir.

UPCOMING>
PMI® GLOBAL CONGRESSES AND EVENTS

PMI® Global Congress 2015—EMEA
London, England
11–13 May 2015
PMI.org/EMEACongress

PMI® Global Congress 2015—North America
Orlando, Florida, USA
11–13 October 2015
PMI.org/Congress

PMO Symposium
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
8–11 November
PMOSymposium.org
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Gifts of US$1 – $99
Another 6,633 donors

Matching Gifts and Workplace Giving Campaigns
Dell – Dell Commerce Services – Dell Products
HP Company Foundation
IBM
Local Independent Charities of America (AKA CFC)
State Street Matching Gift Program

Honorary and Memorial Gifts
Friends of Ray Piper *
Friends of Jerry King*

* = Scholarship Endowment